According to a model introduced by Helfrich [Z. Naturforsch. 28c, 693 {1973)],the shape of a closed lipid vesicle is determined by minimization of the total bending energy at fixed surface area and enclosed volume. We show that, in the appropriate regime, this model predicts both budding (the eruption of a satellite connected to the parent volume via a neck) and vesiculation (the special case when the neck radius goes to zero). Vesiculation occurs when the minimum is located at a boundary in the space of configurations. Successive vesiculations produce multiplets, in which the minimum-energy configuration consists of several bodies coexisting through infinitesimal necks. We study the sequence of shapes and shape transitions followed by a spherical vesicle of radius Rz, large on the scale Ro set by the spontaneous curvature, as its area A increases at constant volume V =4+R&/3. Such a vesicle periodically sheds excess area into a set of smaller spheres with radii comparable to Ro. We map out this (shape) phase diagram at large volume. In this region the phase diagram is dominated by multiplets and reAects the details of the shedding process. The overall effect of successive vesiculations is to reduce the energy from a quantity of order R v down to zero or near zero when the area reaches 3 V/Ro, however, the decrease is not uniform and the energy E ( A, V) is not convex.
I. INTRODUCTION "Budding" and "vesiculation" refer to processes in which a single, more or less spherical vesicle (or cell in the biological context), when subjected to change in some external parameter or stimulus, undergoes a shape transformation to produce one or more globular appendages linked to the parent body through narrow necks or tubes.
When the neck diameter is positive, we shall call the process "budding. " To distinguish the limiting case where the neck diameter goes to zero (in a sense which will be made precise below), we shall refer to this as "vesiculation. " Both these processes affect the shape but not the topology. If subsequently the appendage breaks off from the parent body (fission), only then does the topology change. In biological systems' such processes are usually driven by complex chemical stimuli Copyright by the American Physical Society. Miao, L.; Fourcade, B.; Rao, M. D.; Wortis, M.; Zia, R. K. P., "equilibrium budding and vesiculation in the curvature model of fluid lipid vesicles," Phys. Rev. A 43, 6843 (1991) Fig. 1 ). 
Along this boundary (Fig. 3 ) the two allowed spheres have equal radius. In the region below this curve, there are two free-energy sheets C&"(cr,p) for spheres, which join smoothly along the boundary.
All this structure maps in the (A, V) plane onto the line V= A~/3&4+ with corresponding energy
The mechanism for this reduction is a simple property of Seifert, Berndl, and Lipowsky' for a range of R~, Rt, -1 (in our units). On the other hand, as we shall outline in this section, at large volumes and fractional excess areas which are not too large, the phase boundaries may be mapped out quasianalytically. In this region the numerical integrations become unstable, and, in this sense, our work complements that of Seifert, Berndl, and Fig. 9 ). Whenever this is true, the dumbbell phase (S+d") precedes the phase (S+ns) in the vesiculation sequence. The scenario sketched above holds until n becomes comparable to N For n.~N (large area A), E must begin to increase with A, it becomes energetically preferable to use nonspherical shapes in the multiplets. At this boundary, the coefficient C describing the axial E+-+s neck changes sign, so it becomes energetically favorable to open up nonzero necks, resulting in the phases (N'), (N"), etc. Thus (N') has the same symmetry as (N) (and may, perhaps, be connected to it below H2). (N") has the form s-E-s connected through nonzero necks. The structure of (N"') is less clear; but (s-E-s+s) (a multiplet) seems likely, at least close to the phase boundary.
The largest-volume points of these new necked phases are designated N2, N3, etc.
Positions of the special points H", E", D',", D'""', and N"are given in Table I .
We turn now to the location of the phase boundaries.
The necking boundary, (E)+-+(N) , is first order and must in principle be calculated numerically. However, the en- (Fig. 10) . H"corresponds to a multiplet of n coexisting Helfrich spheres (R =2). E"+l are the points above. which the phase (E+ns) does not occur. D'""' '" are the points above/below which the dumbbell phase (S+d") occurs. N"are the points below which the neck phases (N'), (N") It is not guaranteed, however, that such stationary shapes are local minima, and, indeed, it is not always true. This point has been explored by Peterson, Ou- 
